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By Rachel Zheng

Millennials are a more diverse group than they are often given credit for. While they were raised with the Internet
and have a global identity, their attitudes towards luxury differ widely from country to country.

The latest report issued by international audit firm Deloitte aims to nail down those differences. Surveying more
than 1,000 consumers ages 20-30, the report uncovers the distinct luxury spending habits of the young Chinese.

1. Chinese millennials discover trends from brand Web sites, not social media
Surprisingly, when millennials look for the latest trends, social media is the most cited channel in all countries
except China.

For Chinese millennials, fashion magazines and a brand's own Web site are the most important. It shows that even
though Chinese millennials live and breathe social media, when it comes to the authority of fashion, brands and
publications still hold sway.

Industry observation:

Eyeing the same crowd, ELLE China launched the print version of Super ELLE in August, after a year of
experimenting with an early version in digital.

It may seem odd for a fashion magazine to go digital before print, but the CEO of ELLE China, Xiao Xue, said that the
print version is essential for their strategy working with brands, which is consistent with the report conclusion.

"The value brought from social media can't build trust and authority for brands," she reasoned.

Even so, the social media channel cannot be negated.

"Brands now like to combine the power of both social and print instead of choosing one or another," Ms. Xiao said
in an interview with local Chinese media.

2. Chinese millennials are much more cautious, less impulsive
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Many assume that fueled by the mobile shopping frenzy, the young Chinese have increasingly become more
impulsive as shoppers. According to the report, the opposite is true.

When it comes to a "must-have" item, their approach is much more cautious.

Two-thirds of Chinese millennials prefer to buy in-store, which is different from their Western counterparts, who opt
to make purchases online and have them delivered to their home.

It is  worth noting that the "click and collect" model is only preferred by a minority of millennials, which raises the
question: How economically valuable is a click-and-collect model for luxury retail?

When asked, Chinese millennials said they preferred to visit a physical store. Some of their top reasons were
because it's  "an opportunity to feel/touch the product" and "to try the product." Also noted was "the experience,"
though that was one of the reasons listed last.

Industry observation:

When the young Chinese have a favorite item in mind, their experience transforms from discovery-based online
searching with a final stop at the physical store to finally examine the item before making a purchase. This finding
speaks to the irreplaceable status of the bricks-and-mortar store, which banks on the five-sense experience.

What brands can do here is take advantage of the first stage of a young consumer's online exploration, investing in
advertising and in communicating the availability of items in the store.

For example, to celebrate the grand opening of a new store in Hangzhou, Berluti rolled out three unique bags that
were only made available for sale there, and used its online channels, namely WeChat, to build excitement and
provide information.

3. Chinese millennials are less likely to pay more for personalized goods and services than their Western
counterparts
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"Experiential luxury" and "personalization" have become recent buzzwords for luxury marketers, but the Deloitte
report shows that both services are something Chinese millennials have yet to cotton to.

The young Chinese are the least likely to pay a premium price for personalized goods compared to millennials from
the West. When it comes to gifting options, they are also the least likely group to favor experience-based luxury.

The report attributed this geographical difference to the maturity of the market.

Compared to the young in the United States and Europe, Chinese consumers have yet to develop a taste for paying a
"premium price for goods and services that go beyond luxury products."

Industry observation:

But this data has not stopped brands from trying. A few brands have already scratched the surface of
personalization, experimenting with this concept by allowing consumers to make personalized changes to the
design, features and materials on an item.

For example, Italian luxury group Tod's initiated a global project called My Gommino, inviting customers to come to
the physical store to redesign Tod's classic Gommino loafer. Fans can choose different colors, kinds of leather and
stitching.

Personalization, according to Secoo CEO Eric Chan, has the potential of going beyond "the look of the luxury
product" to the full-service scale and "is likely to become a key growth engine for luxury brands this year."

According to Mr. Chan, what is powering this unknown territory is consumer behavior data, which can help brands
target more accurately and personalize their offerings.

4. Quality and uniqueness are the two biggest factors that draw Chinese millennials to a luxury brand
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Quality is the No.1 listed factor that draws millennials to luxury brands across the board.

According to Deloitte, quality is the "one attribute likely to push a consumer to buy luxury when they could buy utility,"
and "extensive data" from social media empowers them to judge a product's quality.

Surprisingly, Chinese millennials ranked higher for favoring "uniqueness" when buying an item, compared to
millennials in the West. They also like intangible factors such as "the stories it tells."

Industry observation:

While brands are trying to demystify elements to sell a compelling story, a recent report by RTG consulting group
offered an in-depth look.

"The young generation is really moving away from materialism to embrace [values such as] playfulness and
mindfulness," said Marc Arnold, chief strategy officer of RTG and author of the 2017 relevance report.

Mr. Arnold gave the example of Dior being the most relevant brand for Chinese millennials, because "it shifts
cultural values that go beyond tradition and norms."

5. The Chinese are more brand loyal than Western shoppers
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Another difference that arises from market maturity is brand loyalty.

According to the report, millennials in mature markets are much less brand loyal than their equivalents in China.

Somewhere between a quarter and a third of U.S. and European millennials say they buy from a few preferred
brands.

In China, more than half of the millennials surveyed revealed brand loyalty.

Even more striking, Chinese millennials are the most brand loyal crowd, significantly more (17.7 percent more)
than those in the U.S., which is the second-most brand-loyal country.

Industry observation:

According to the conclusion of the report, the luxury spending level of young Chinese consumers may not be as
diverse as expected.

Since their choices and influence are still very authoritative, brands have plenty of room to research how they would
like to be recognized, rewarded and engaged. More than 50 percent of those surveyed said they use loyalty program
applications, which is an area that merits further research.

One of the brands that made headway in this area is Michael Kors. It launched a mini program recently that focused
on membership services, becoming the first luxury brand to do so. Its China staff told local Chinese media that this
move completes consumers' offline journey with online care.

For example, after following the brand's WeChat account, when consumers are shopping in the Michael Kors store,
they can check shopping details in real-time from the mini-program, review the shopping experience and also get
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after-sale service benefits.

Please click here to download a PDF of Deloitte's report, "Bling it on: What makes a millennial spend more?"

Rachel Zheng writes for Jing Daily, the leading digital publication on luxury consumer trends in China. Reproduced
with permission.
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